2016
50 YEARS
2016 is the “Golden Anniversary” year of Cheyenne Travel Agency, Inc. Founded on July 1, 1966,
the business started in Great Bend, KS in the arcade of the then brand new Wiley’s Building housing
Wiley’s Department Store. The building presently houses J.C. Penney’s and was a major attraction
when it opened because of its architectural design, extensive inventory, and the fact it had the first
escalator in our small central Kansas community.
The travel corporation was subsequently purchased by Marilyn and Larry Kopke. On August 1, 1972 it
opened under the new ownership with Marilyn as active president. At the time, she had one employee.
The phrase “Please Go Away™” was quickly trademarked by Marilyn and Larry and Please Go Away™
Vacations became a division of the corporation and the banner under which travel products have been
promoted and serviced.
During the entire year of 2015, leading up to and through the “Golden Anniversary” year of 2016, there
will be many special events and observances of the upcoming business milestone.
One has been the creation of the personally escorted “Golden Nugget” 2016
FEATURE TRAVEL experiences that appear in the pages of this catalog. Every 2016
departure is a “Golden Nugget” with a $50.00 per person savings available to all
travelers - one of the ways we want to tangibly say “thank you.”
Another has been the publication of a book highlighting the travel journey through life
that first started when Marilyn and Larry were married in 1961; and which ultimately led
to their involvement in the travel industry. HOW TO TRAVEL THE WORLD – instead
of having to say, “I Wish I Would Have” - takes the reader on a journey that has
lasted for more than 50 years, during which time all seven continents and oceans of
the world have been explored. Rather than dwelling on the many successes enjoyed,
the reader will be privy to the many, sometimes laughable but always beneficial,
challenges faced and mistakes made along the way.
Cost is $3.99 with 100% of sale proceeds going to an IRS recognized charity addressing the needs of
children and their families suffering from the ravages of cancer. It is available for purchase as an
electronic Kindle book on Amazon.com, where it presently holds a 4.5 out of a possible 5 “star” rating.
It can be searched on Amazon by either inserting the book’s title or the name of Larry Kopke.
Read Kindle books on your computer, tablet, or mobile phone with Kindle reading apps. You can very
easily download a free Kindle reading app at www.amazon.com/gp/kindle/kcp.
It has been, and will continue to be, the goal of our team to always provide unmatched services and
opportunities delivered with the highest degree of personal service so that our friends will never have to
say, “I wish I would have.”
Thank you for a great 50 years!

